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Epigraph

The mass of vegetation on the Earth very far exceeds that of animal
organisms; for what is the volume of all the large living Cetacea and
Pachydermata when compared with the thickly-crowded colossal trunks
of trees, of from eight to twelve feet in diameter, which fill the vast
forests covering the tropical region of South America, between the
Orinoco, the Amazon, and the Rio da Madeira? And although the char-
acter of different portions of the earth depends on the combination of
external phenomena, as the outlines of mountains – the physiognomy of
plants and animals – the azure of the sky – the forms of the clouds – and
the transparency of the atmosphere – it must still be admitted that the
vegetable mantle with which the earth is decked constitutes the main
feature of the picture.

von Humboldt, A. 1845.

Cosmos: A Sketch of the Physical Description of the Universe.

Volume 1. Translated by E. C. Otté. Foundations of Natural History.

Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press. 1997.

(Originally produced in five volumes:

1845, 1847, 1850–51, 1858, and 1862.) p. 343.
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Preface

For many years it has been apparent to me that there is a need for a
good textbook in plant ecology. This book is aimed at middle to
senior level undergraduates. I also hope that it will serve graduate
students, fellow professors, and resource managers. Since many of
the topics I include were new tome, I assume that they will be new to
even relatively advanced readers.

In writing this book, I made two key assumptions regarding the
experience of my audience and the availability of introductory bio-
logical information. I deliberately wrote for an audience who already
had some exposure to both botany and ecology – an audience having
had, perhaps, a first semester course in botany and another first
semester course in general ecology, or a comprehensive introductory
biology course. I assumed my readers would own, or at least would
have access to, a basic introductory text in biology. I have not tried to
repeat or rewrite such texts and have taken for granted that readers
will have a working familiarity with topics in plant biology such as
photosynthesis, transpiration, and meiosis. I have also not tried to
repeat basic ecological concepts such as primary production, popula-
tion growth, decomposition, and nutrient cycling, nor provide a broad
illustrated summary of biomes. My impression is that such topics are
not only well-covered in good biology texts, but are gradually filter-
ing their way even into the elementary school system. I do, however,
revisit many basic topics from photosynthesis to nutrient cycling
when important aspects need more emphasis – for example, the
way early plants changed the composition of the atmosphere, or
how humans have altered the nitrogen cycle with the Haber pro-
cess. Similarly, while I address the general processes that unify
grasslands (e.g., competition, grazing, fire, drought), anyone seek-
ing an elementary enumeration of grassland types or basic inform-
ation about the geographic distribution of individual grassland
types will have to go back to an introductory text. For such back-
ground, one might choose among an introductory text in botany, an
introductory text in ecology, or the outstanding Ecology of World
Vegetation (Archibold 1995). I also do not provide a glossary as this
is a standard component of introductory texts. Rather than replicat-
ing existing textbooks, I have chosen to emphasize unifying topics
such as:

1. How populations of plants are assembled into communities and
ecosystems.

2. How plants affect their surroundings, and how they are affected
by those surroundings, at scales ranging from millimeters (the
rhizosphere) to kilometers (the atmosphere).
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3. How plants interact with one another, and how they interact with
other species, with examples ranging from fungi and worms to
tortoises and elephants.

4. How plants and plant communities are dispersed along gradients
of time and space. Since so much work these days emphasizes
small-scale interactions, I have tried to balance this trend with a
temporal scale that includes topics often overlooked in ‘‘modern’’
plant ecology and consequently poorly understood by my own
students, such as trends in early plant evolution, consequences
of catastrophes such asmeteor impacts, and responses to continen-
tal glaciations. The spatial scale is equally large, and deliberately
emphasizes natural sources of variation in plant communities such
as gradients of topography, flooding, fire-frequency, soil fertility,
and altitude.

5. How general models and actual applications both have great value
in guiding research and classifying thought. I therefore tried to
provide most topics with both a theoretical context (e.g., simple
mathematical models), and an applied context (e.g., examples of
these ideas being applied to manage real ecosystems). These sec-
tions tend to occur toward the end of chapters. On first reading
you may, if you wish, skip the sections on theory, or skip the
sections on applications, or both, and still receive a workable
treatment of plant ecology. I, however, would strongly encourage
you to read them, at least on the second time through, as these
approaches (theoretical and applied) need not be mutually exclu-
sive, and they enrich the rest of the text.

This is explicitly a book about plant ecology. It draws upon and
respects the variety and complexity of real plants in real plant com-
munities (Keddy 2005b). I have gone out of my way to add examples
from parts of the Earth rarely highlighted – the Guyana highlands of
South America, the deserts of South Africa, and islands such as the
Galapagos and New Caledonia. I have also made a point of including
unusual plants – carnivorous plants, arctic-alpine plants, epiphytic
plants, parasitic plants, succulent plants, and plants that attract ant
colonies. I have not hesitated to include many unfamiliar plant
names. As a student, I found lectures on corn and beans, or on
weeds and old fields, to be boring. I wanted to learn about the full
diversity of the Earth’s plant types, and what determined where they
were found. Some reviewers have criticized the manuscript for hav-
ing insufficient examples from North America, where many college
texts are marketed. This was a conscious decision on my part.
All college students whatever their country of origin need to know
about noteworthy plants and plant communities found in the rest of
the world.

After choosing the audience, and deciding that I would write
about real plants in real habitats, the third decision was to include
the occasional opinion. I assume that by buying a book by a certain

xviii PREFACE
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scholar (me, in this case), you wish to benefit from the experience of
that scholar. It is traditional to take textbooks and rewrite themwith
countless referees until all traces of the writer’s personality have
vanished. This, indeed, was the advice given to my editor, Alan
Crowden. It also was the process that another publisher tried to
impose upon me. My reaction as a reader was – how boring! My
reaction as a writer was – if the committee thinks they are so clever,
let them write it themselves. If you want such a book go elsewhere.
But before you do, be very clear on one point – all textbooks have
enormous amounts of opinion in them. Inmost cases, that opinion is
hidden – that is, the opinion is an act of omission – with bodies of work,
ideas, and papers simply ignored. Students are unable to protect
themselves from these kinds of hidden opinions (e.g., Wardle 1995,
Keddy 2004, 2005a). In this book, there really are no more opinions
than in any competing text – it is merely that my opinions are out in
the open where you can see them;my opinions are acts of commission.
I try to make it clear where my opinions may be particularly strong,
but I am not embarrassed by them. Many papers and books in our
field that pass for objective science are in fact laden with opinion,
political agendas, and ignorance of history. Students using such
books and papers have no way of knowing how much mere opinion
they are absorbing. Here you do.

The examples I incorporate to illustrate the topics covered are
drawn from work conducted over the last hundred years, including
studies by long dead scholars and other scholars whom I know only
from reading their work. I provide many suggestions for additional
reading, including lists at the end of each chapter – I invite students
to broaden their perspective and to seek out original sources. It is not
a matter of who you know – it is a matter of who you have read. One
referee thought that I cited too much old work – I am of the opinion
that too much important old work is being ignored making students
(and their professors) vulnerable to false claims of novelty. I would
like nothingmore than to stimulate a student to go to the library and
read old and new work by other scholars. Trust no one, and certainly
not me. Read it for yourself.

If there is one other philosophy that guides this book, it is the
need to seek general relationships while respecting the details
(Keddy 1987, 1994, 2005b). In any field there is a risk that one may
become so fascinated by detail that one is unable to relate to any
coherent set of principles for summarizing the detail, or for extend-
ing them to new situations. At the other extreme, there are mono-
graphs written by physicists or zoologists regarding computer
models – treatises that are so far removed from botanical reality
that they mislead students into thinking that superficial assump-
tions are a substitute for knowledge about plants. I have tried to
ride the razor’s edge (or perhaps the enormous valley) between the
two – combining respect for the detail (e.g., Figures 4.31, 5.2, 7.11, 8.11)
with respect for scientific generalities (e.g., Figures 3.5, 6.3, 7.23, 12.26).
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One obstacle to the synthesis of general relationships in ecology is
the development ofmyriad factions, each emphasizing a different view
of the discipline. For example, there is a school of phytosociology, a
school of plant demography, a school exploring the multivariate
techniques of ordination and classification, a school focussed upon
mineral nutrition, a school that usesmolecular techniques to explore
phylogenetic patterns, a school that emphasizes field experiments,
and a school studying theoretical models. Superimposed upon this
are the schools that organize themselves by habitat, such as wetland
ecologists, foresters, desert ecologists, grassland ecologists, and
agronomists. Given all these subdivisions of plant ecology, finding
generality is challenging. Indeed, any attempt at unification seems to
be interpreted as a threat to the importance of each school.

My scientific philosophy is rooted in the pragmatic tradition
(e.g., James 1907, Keddy 2001, 2005b). I strove to find unifying
principles that organize the mass of botanical data that exist today.
Some principles may be well-established, others may be more
speculative, and I hope that I have made this distinction clear.
Further, I try to emphasize that the search for general principles
and their strict testing provide both a unifying framework for the
discipline and a means of scientific progress. Without a unifying
framework, and without an emphasis upon the experimental testing
of hypotheses, plant ecology will stagnate (perhaps wither is a better
term). We will then lose the best minds to other apparently more
exciting fields and be left with second-rate minds recycling second-
rate ideas.

My objective is to write a text that provides a unified perspective
of plant ecology, while including a variety of frames of reference and
taking the best from each. No doubt experienced scholars will find
inadequacies in their focal areas. I ask them to consider the scope of
the discipline that I have covered. Further, anticipating such views,
let me suggest that the balance provided is a strength of this book –
I do not belong to any one school (I have worked in a range of them),
I do not identify with a single habitat (although I confess to having
written a book onwetland ecology), and I do not have a small circle of
friends whom I intend to cultivate by citing their work to the exclu-
sion of others. Indeed, chronic illness has tended to isolateme for the
past 15 years, and from such isolation comes a certain distance and
therefore perhaps, a clearer perspective. Hermits and monks have
even been thought to obtain wisdom from such isolation.

Will instructors want to use this book in their courses? Or, as
some referees suggested, is it too demanding for undergraduates? I
am of the opinion that students come to university to learn topics in
depth and breadth, and thereforewe short-change themwhenwe fail
to challenge them sufficiently. If you believe your class to be insuffi-
ciently versed in topics such as photosynthesis, transpiration, meio-
sis or biomes, include these topics in your lectures and guide students
through the chapters they findmore difficult. Other instructors using
this book may prefer to work through chapter by chapter, having
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students read one chapter each week, and perhaps requiring extra
reading for each chapter from the current literature and from papers
prior to 1970. Students should be encouraged to visit the library
in addition to using the internet to obtain literature. To assist with
this process, I have included a set of recommended readings at the
end of each chapter. I further suggest instructors add a personal
perspective, drawing upon their own experiences in plant ecology.
Encourage students to get out in the field and to identify local
plants. Emphasize the importance of clear testing of conflicting
hypotheses. Raise the topic of the enormous number of plants facing
extinction. Remind students that this is a living discipline where
bright young minds can make a difference.

My message to students is straightforward: get on with the devel-
opment of plant ecology. Learn something about the history of your
discipline. Learn to identify plants. Buy a good field guide and a
magnifying glass. Travel to wild places. Learn about the areas you
visit. Find a good ecologist to train you. Do not get involved in
political games or one-upmanship. Show respect for those who
have gone before by reading their work and thinking about their
ideas. Enjoy yourselves. Contribute something to society.
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